H and He were created wholly or substantially in nuclear reactions that accompanied the Big Bang. Li also was made in the Big Bang and can sometimes be synthesized late in stellar lifetimes. The trio of Li, Be, and B are easily destroyed via proton-captures in the interiors of ordinary stars, but can be made in high-energy cosmic ray or neutrino spallation reactions on C, N, and O target nuclei the interstellar medium (ISM). All other elements owe their existence to nuclear reactions in stellar interiors.
Charged-particle fusion reactions account for the abundances of nearly all of the isotopes of elements through the Fe-group (6 Z 30) . These reactions are generally exothermic and thus ultimately are the energy sources that power the luminosities of the stars. The most common reactions are those that fuse four H nuclei into a He nucleus, and fuse three He nuclei into a C nucleus. Most stars such as the Sun are of relatively low mass and hence have interior temperatures and densities sufficient to create only the lighter elements. In the last stages and death throes of the rare, more massive stars (¡ 8 M¢ ) the interior temperatures and pressures are high enough to form Fe-group nuclei, but the fusion process is essentially the same as that which turns H into He.
This general model of nucleosynthesis does not explain how Periodic Table elements with Z £ 30 are manufactured. It cannot be a common process, because the abundance of all these elements added together is 10¤ times less than that of H. Charged-particle fusion can make only relatively rare proton-rich isotopes of some of these elements, because nuclei of Fe-group elements are the most tightly bound of all, and the direct fusion of these nuclei is endothermic, requiring extra energy input to loosen the nuclear bonds (2). Instead, almost all isotopes of Type II supernovae (SNe, 4). As nuclei accrete neutrons they become unstable and will undergo -decay transformations of neutrons into protons, thereby moving to higher Z in the Periodic Table. Neutrons may be liberated in He-fusion layers of stable stellar interiors via the reactions § In this situation extremely neutron-rich nuclei can be created in a matter of seconds as the rebound explosions rip the outer stellar layers from the condensed cores, without the necessity of having prior heavy element seed nuclei. The addition of free neutrons happens much more quickly than -decay rates, and nuclei can be created as extreme as those at the neutron drip line (Fig. 1) . The Type II SNe explosion happens so quickly that the source of free neutrons is quickly extinguished in the ejected material, and the extremely neutron-rich very heavy isotopes quickly -decay back to the valley of -stability. Creation of £ -capture isotopes in this rapid manner is called the -process.
Many £ -capture isotopes can be reached exclusively by the -process or the -process paths, and some by both (Fig. 2) . The composition of the Sun is a grand average of the nucleosynthesis of multiple generations of stars of a range of masses, and can only begin to be decoded through careful study of the meteoritic abundance data (5) (6) (7) (8) The -process contributions to meteoritic material are not easily understood, because isotopes formed in this way are synthesized on the very neutron-rich side of -stability; such nuclei cannot be easily produced in the lab. Therefore, traditionally the -process abundances have been inferred by first fitting -process abundance distributions in the manner described above, then predicting the -process fractions for isotopes that can be produced in both -and -processes, then subtracting these from the total meteoritic abundances, and finally assigning the remainder to the -process ( Fig. 3 ) (9). The -and -process solar-system abundance distributions show that not just individual isotopes but whole elements owe their synthesis predominantly to the -process (e.g. Sr, Ba) or the -process (e.g. Eu, Pt) in solar-system material.
Neutron-capture Elements in the Early Galaxy
The oldest stars of the Milky Way Galaxy, if they are not members of star clusters, can be identified in three ways: (i) residence in the Galactic halo, far from the disk; (ii) significantly different orbital motion than Sun, or (iii) low overall metallicity (10) of the Fe-group elements. For some stars all of these properties can be determined, and they turn out to be highly correlated. The metallicity identifier, relatively easy to assess from stellar spectra of modest resolution (11, 12) , is based on the assumption that at a star's death, a fraction of the elements minted throughout its lifetime will be returned to the ISM, and subsequent star formation from this debris will produce stars with larger heavy element abundances. Therefore, to first order the older stars will be metal-deficient compared to the Sun. This principle can only be applied in the most general way, because it ignores all the details of the chemical and dynamical evolution of the Galaxy.
Nevertheless, a star with Fe-peak metal content less than 1% of the Sun surely was formed at a time when the Galaxy was a small fraction of its present age, and its abundance set is the product of only a few prior element-donating stars.
We cannot study the 
Undeniable Scatter
The most easily identified feature of © -2 to +1. This variation is probably an underestimate of the true range, and it is so large that simple visual inspection of stellar spectra demonstrate the effect beyond question (7, 13) .
The star-to-star scatter increases dramatically with decreasing stellar metallicity (Fig. 4, 7) . and varies from star-to-star by more than 2 dex (Fig. 4 ). The [Eu/H] ratios in these stars are of course still less than that of the Sun, but the relative abundance of this -process element to Fe in many of these stars can be much larger than the solar ratio. This star-to-star scatter diminishes with increasing metallicity tending toward younger stars.
While there could be several possible explanations for this scatter, the most straightforward interpretation suggests that the early Galaxy was chemically unmixed. The lifetime of a massive star is only about 10-30 My and Galactic mixing times are probably 100-300 My. Thus one would expect to produce pockets of chemically inhomogeneous ISM material. Over time, such disparities in the total abundance levels would be minimized by mixing throughout the Galaxy.
There is also a downward trend of [Eu/Fe] ratios at higher metallicities (Fig. 4) . Early in the history of the Galaxy Fe is produced from Type II SNe. These high-mass objects evolve rapidly and deposit Fe into the early Galaxy. The dominant Fe production in the Galaxy at later times and higher metallicities, however, comes from Type I SNe. Thus, Type I SNe with at least one lower-mass star progenitor have longer (than Type II SNe) evolutionary time scales, and could not have been present at the very earliest times in the history of the Galaxy. We 
Dominance of the -Process
One of the most well-studied Galactic halo stars is the ultra-metal poor (UMP) giant star Lanthanum, which is also mostly an -process element in solar system material and has only one stable isotope, may be more useful for assessing -process versus -process contributions.
Preliminary results from a study on the variation in halo star La/Eu ratios as a function of metallicity (24) 
The Age of the Galaxy
The abundance data for certain radioactive £ -capture elements can be employed to determine the ages of the oldest individual halo stars, and in this manner to date the age of the Galaxy.
These radioactive-age determinations, first suggested in (25), rely upon the known decay time (i.e., half life) of long-lived radioactive nuclei, frequently referred to as chronometer nuclei.
Thorium, for example, has a half-life of 14 Gy. Large telescopes and efficient high-resolution spectrographs have allowed stellar Th detections and the related age estimates to be made.
Recent studies have found a range of age estimates of approximately 11-15 Ga for halo UMP stars (17). Thorium has also been detected in some giant stars in the globular cluster M15 and has been used to determine a radioactive age estimate of 14 4 Ga (26).
Recently U was detected in the spectrum of the UMP star CS 31082-001 (27) A critical factor in Th and U age estimates is estimating the initial abundances before decay of these elements generated in an -process site. Prediction of initial abundances requires knowledge of both the physical conditions of the site and the nuclear properties (e.g., masses) of the neutron-rich nuclei. With little experimental data available, the nuclear properties must be obtained from theoretical models. Advances in all of these areas will strengthen the radioactive dating technique.
The age of the Galaxy has also been determined using the known evolutionary times for low-mass stars leaving the main sequence (i.e., the "turn off point") of globular clusters. Such age estimates are between 12-15 Ga (29). Recent cosmological studies from observations of (Type Ia) SNe indicate that the Universe is about 15 Ga (30,31). The delay between the Big Bang and the beginning of galaxy formation is not well determined, but typical time scales of about 1 Ga have been commonly assumed. Radioactive age determinations are consistent with these globular cluster and cosmological age estimates. Nevertheless, radioactive dating is a relatively unexploited technique and the age estimates still suffer from some uncertainties.
These uncertainties could be reduced and improvements made with additional data, particularly of simultaneous Th and U abundances in additional stars.
The Earliest Stellar Generations in the Galaxy
Most of the well-studied low-metallicity halo stars have relatively large abundances of 
Future Directions
Despite much progress there are still a number of unanswered questions and poorly understood areas of study in nuclear astrophysics, and the early history, chemical evolution and age of the Figure 1 : A chart of the nuclides (after 38). At a given proton (atomic) number, isotopes toward the left are proton-rich and those to the right are th neutron-rich ones that are the subject of this paper. The stable nuclides are marked by black boxes and £ -capture in s-process synthesis occurs near these nuclei close to the "valley of beta stability." The jagged diagonal black line represents the limit of experimentally determined properties of nuclei and the magenta line the r-process "path." Vertical and horizontal black lines represent closed neutron or proton shells, sometimes referred to as "magic numbers." Color shading denotes the different (log) timsecales for beta-decay. -process abundance curve (16) . The dashed line is based upon nuclear physics (i.e., neutron capture cross section) experiments (6) to determine the solar system -and -process isotopic (see Figure 3) , and hence, elemental abundance determinations. Figure 6 : La/Eu ratios for a variety of metal-poor stars as a function of metallicity (24) . The horizonal lines denote the total and r-process only solar system abundance ratios.
